ACCESSORIES & BOOKS

ACCESSORIES

MODELS
A-170, Stainless Steel Pigtail Siphon.
A-323, Elbow Compression Fitting, brass 1/8˝ NPT to 1/4˝ metal tubing.
A-324, Compression Fitting, brass 1/8˝ NPT to 1/4˝ metal tubing.
A-326, Compression Fitting, brass 1/8˝ NPT to 3/8˝ tubing.
A-327, 5/16˝ Nylon Tube Union.
A-328, 1/4˝ Nylon Tube Union.
A-329, 1/8˝ NPT Close Coupled Street Ell, Brass.
A-330, 1/8˝ Pipe Plug, socket hex, plated steel.
A-331, 1/8˝ NPT Filter Vent Plug, nylon and sintered metal.
A-332, Bushing, brass, 1/8˝ to 1/4˝ NPT.
A-333, Bushing, brass, 1/8˝ to 1/2˝ NPT.
A-334, Close Nipple, brass, 1/8˝ NPT.
A-336, 90° Street L, brass, 1/8˝ NPT.
A-337, Coupling, brass, 1/8˝ NPT.
A-339, Adapter, brass, 1/8˝ NPT to 3/16˝ rubber and 1/8˝ I.D. plastic tubing.
A-340, Adapter, nylon, 1/8˝ NPT to 3/16˝ I.D. rubber or 1/4˝ plastic tubing.
A-342, “T” Assembly, plastic, for 3/16˝ I.D. rubber or 1/4˝ plastic tubing.
A-343, “T” Assembly, plastic, for 1/8˝ I.D. plastic tubing.
A-344, Terminal Tube, Brass 1/4˝ diameter tube, 8˝ length (not shown).
A-345, Flange, aluminum with gasket and sheet metal screws, 1/8˝ NPT.
A-346, “T” Compression Fitting, brass, 1/4˝ metal tubing.
A-347, Reducer, brass, 1/4˝ female NPT to 1/8˝ male NPT.
A-348, 1/2˝ Plastic Hole Plugs 20/bag.
A-349, 5/16˝ Metal Hole Plugs 20/bag.
A-391, Line Filter for Capsuhelic® gage, 1/4˝ female NPT X 1/4˝ male NPT.
A-392, Line Filter for Magnehelic® gage, 1/8˝ female NPT X 1/8˝ male NPT.
A-393, Probe Extension Adapter for series 640 air velocity transmitter. Brass, 1/2˝ female NPT x 5/16˝ compression.
F222, Liquid/Particle Filter for compressed air. Removes dirt, water and oil. 22 scfm maximum flow, 1/4˝ female NPT inlet and outlet.
1201-1, Replacement Filter Element for F222 filter, package of 3.
F451, Liquid/Particle Filter for compressed air. Removes dirt, water and oil. 45 scfm maximum flow, 1/4˝ female NPT inlet and outlet.

MODELS
A-298, Flat Aluminum Bracket for flush mounting Capsuhelic® gage, 603A, 605, and 3000MR.
A-299, Mounting Bracket, flush mount Magnehelic® gage in bracket. Bracket is then surface mounted. Steel with gray hammertone epoxy finish.
A-300, Flat Aluminum Bracket for flush mounting Magnehelic® gage.
A-351, Pinch Clamp to seal rubber tubing, as in a leakage test.
A-352, Magnetic clip, slip on magnetic holder for acrylic plastic gages. Per pair.
A-353, Magnetic Mounting, Flat style, secures to flowmeter, etc. with 6-32 machine screw and boots insert.
A-354, Magnetic Mounting, Edge style, secures edge of acrylic manometer with 10-32 machine screw and boots insert.
A-357, Thermometer and terminal tube holder. Stainless steel wire.
A-362, Stand-Hang bracket, aluminum, for Magnehelic® II gage.
A-363, Scale Clamp Bar for 1221 Manometer.
A-364, Magnet Assembly for 1222 Manometers, required (3 required for 1222-36 and M-1000).
A-368, Surface mounting plate, aluminum, for Magnehelic® gage.
A-369, Stand-Hang Bracket, aluminum, for Magnehelic® gage.
A-370, Mounting Bracket, Flush mount Capsuhelic® gage or Series 631B Transmitter in bracket. Bracket is then surface mounted. Steel with gray hammertone epoxy finish.
A-371, Surface Mounting Bracket, Use with Photohelic® gage on horizontal or vertical surfaces. Also for Capsu-Photohelic® gages on vertical only.
A-464, Flush Mount Kit for Magnehelics® gages.
A-465, Flush Mount Space Pressure Sensor.
A-497, Surface Mounting Bracket for Minihelic® II gage. Steel with satin black finish.
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